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Ripple Effect: Boomalli Founding Members
celebrates a remarkable milestone and major
achievement with the twenty-fifth anniversary
of Boomalli Aboriginal Artists Cooperative.
The show brings together the work of all ten
founding members of Boomalli; Bronwyn
Bancroft, Euphemia Bostock, Brenda L.
Croft, Fiona Foley, Fern Martins, Arone
Raymond Meeks, Tracey Moffatt, Avril Quaill,
Michael Riley and Jeffrey Samuels. On the
25th November 1987 these ten artists came
together for the opening of the group exhibition
Boomalli Au Go Go in the original gallery space
in Meagher Street Chippendale.
Ripple Effect highlights the evolving
professional practice of each founding
member through the selection of an earlier
work alongside a later artwork rather than the
inclusion of works by key Boomalli artists over
the last twenty-five years.
Fern Martins, Avril Quaill, Jeffrey Samuels, 1987.
This artwork was produced for the inaugural
Boomalli exhibition Boomalli Au Go Go.

Boomalli has been home to a ground breaking
exhibitions that introduced audiences to
new ideas that has contributed towards the
shaping of wider national discussions around
contemporary art practice by Aboriginal artists
and their place within a broader art context.
The representation of early works by Quaill
illustrates aspects of her artistic practice and
departure into specialised areas of curation at
the National Gallery of Australia, Queensland
Art Gallery and in arts administration.
An important field that artist Foley contributed
to through projects initiated at the Museum of
Contemporary Art Sydney, and Croft in her role
as a senior curator at the Art Gallery
of Western Australia and National Gallery
of Australia.
Croft and Foley’s photo based works in the
exhibition evoke aspects of confrontation and
contested ground that is both historical and
more recent in context. Their work also deals
with aspects of family and memory.
Martin’s expressive landscape watercolours,
that highlight regeneration, are representative
of the artists’ renewal to her close religious
connection to Jesus Christ.

The exhibition extends across time and
media and features painting, photography,
installation, moving image, works on paper
and print media.

Bostock’s signature possum skin print
brought an image of traditional practice
into contemporary gallery spaces.
Riley’s emotive photographic images
re-defined his subject matter through the
lens of his cultural perspective and insightful
lived experience.

The show is expanded through the addition
of ephemera, a selection of artist archives
and photographs that document remarkable
insights into Boomalli’s rich living history.

Meek’s expressive sinuous paintings have over
time become bolder in scale; the strong use
of colour has been a defining characteristic
of his art practice.

Bancroft’s considered paintings included
in this exhibition have developed into homage’s
to her family home located on the north coast
of New South Wales, on the lands
of the Bundjalung.
Samuel’s impressive Brolga painting is a
reflection of his interest in experimentation
and process that was created in part with
a feather.
Moffatt’s impressive body of work has
extended across genre. In Other and Nice
Coloured Girls she has developed insightful
ways to construct engaging narratives that
provoke thought.
It is not every day that Aboriginal people get
to celebrate such a milestone of achievement.
As one of the longest running artist run
initiatives in Sydney the twenty fifth
anniversary of Boomalli Aboriginal Artists
Cooperative is also an opportunity for us
all to perhaps reflect on those people that
have made significant contributions to the
organisation that are no longer with us.
Boomalli has been a place of nurturing the
development of contemporary art practice.
It has also been a cultural and creative space
for the sharing of ideas and the moulding
of emerging and established artists. Over the
last twenty-five years many have left a mark.
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Works

Aboriginal Artists Cooperative

Coolamon
2012, hand painted glaze on glaze,
49 x 27 x 7 cm irreg
Coolamon
2012, hand painted gold and red,
64 x 27 x 6 cm irreg

by incorporating Aboriginal people into pivotal
decision making roles within arts, media and
cultural institutions.

Photo of the ten founding members of Boomalli Aboriginal
Artists Cooperative, taken by Margaret Olah, 1987,
reproduced with permission. Left to right: Michael Riley,
Bronwyn Bancroft, Euphemia Bostock, Arone Raymond
Meeks, Fiona Foley, Brenda L. Croft, Jeffrey Samuels,
Tracey Moffatt, Avril Quaill and Fern Martins.
Boomalli Aboriginal Artists Cooperative is one
of Australia’s longest running Aboriginal owned
and operated art galleries. Established in
Chippendale Sydney in 1987, Boomalli,
a word derived from three different NSW
language groups, means: “To strike;
to make a mark”. The term is also used
colloquially as in “he’s going to get Boomalli”.
Originally started to house the one off
exhibition Boomalli Au Go Go, Boomalli
is proud to celebrate its 25th Anniversary
in 2012.
The founding members and participating
artists in the Boomalli Au Go Go exhibition
continued the inaugural exhibition they had
begun by running an art gallery along the
same principals of self determination.
Boomalli was one of several Aboriginal
organisations such as Bangarra dance theatre
and Gadigal Koori Radio that redefined the
cultural landscape of Australia and the world

One of the primary aims of Boomalli has been
to re-address some of the social inequities
experienced historically by Indigenous artists
and provide an authentically strong cultural
voice within a contemporary Australian context.
This has been achieved by making it possible
for artists to take direct curatorial control of
their individual exhibitions as well as devising
their own marketing and sales strategies,
thereby reclaiming processes which have
been traditionally controlled by
non-Indigenous stakeholders.
Since 1987 Boomalli Aboriginal Artists
Cooperative has continued to promote the
original objectives of the founding artist
members by providing continuous support
to New South Wales Aboriginal artists so that
they can exhibit, define and promote Aboriginal
art themselves.

Bronwyn Bancroft
Treaty
1988, gouache on archival canson,
150 x 80 cm
Galaxy Gateways
2001, acrylic on canvas, 150 x 150 cm
Washpool Sunset
2006, acrylic on canvas, 150 x 150 cm
Matrilineal Landscape
2008, synthetic polymer paint on canvas,
200 x 150 cm

Euphemia Bostock
Possum Skin
1987, pigment screen print on cotton,
150 x 1000 cm drop
Spirit Person
1991, screen print, edition 5 of 20,
44.5 x 42 cm
Coolamon
2012, terracotta and smoked,
59.5 x 23 x 7 cm irreg
Coolamon
2012, terracotta and smoked,
52 x 27 x 8 cm irreg
Coolamon
2012, under glazed and carved,
49.5 x 27.5 x 5 cm irreg

Boomalli Aboriginal Artists Cooperative
55-59 Flood Street
Leichhardt, NSW
Tel: (02) 9560 2541
boomalliartgallery@gmail.com
www.boomalli.com.au

Coolamon
2012, under glazed and carved,
55 x 29 x 6 cm irreg
Coolamon
2012, glazed on glaze,
56.5 x 21 x 6 cm irreg

Coolamon
2012, blue with yellow and copper glaze,
57.5 x 23 x 11 cm irreg
Coolamon
2012, black with yellow black,
57.5 x 23 x 6 cm irreg
Coolamon
2012, white copper yellow and pink,
53.5 x 22 x 8 cm irreg

Nulla 4 eva #3
2009, ultrachrome print on
Hahnemühle paper, 80 x 120 cm
Courtesy of Mr William Nuttal,
Niagara Galleries
Nulla 4 eva #5
2009, ultrachrome print on
Hahnemühle paper, 80 x 120 cm
Courtesy of Mr William Nuttal,
Niagara Galleries
Nulla 4 eva #6
2009, ultrachrome print on
Hahnemühle paper, 80 x 120 cm
Courtesy of Mr William Nuttal,
Niagara Galleries

Note: Ceramic work, ten parts, size irregular

Fern Martins

Brenda L. Croft

Jesus said to her “I am the
resurrection and the life”
1998, watercolour on paper, series of six works
Five works from the collection of Mr Peter Sykes

Love letters/white wedding
1987, mixed media, screen print,
photographic collage, dimensions variable
Fever
2000, Fuji Crystal archive prints on Lexan,
52 x 75 cm, edition 1 of 10
Courtesy of Stills Gallery
Bennelong (Wangal/Warrang/Supply)
2000, Fuji Crystal archive prints on Lexan,
75 x 52 cm, edition 2 of 10
Courtesy of Stills Gallery
Contact/warra warra
2000, Fuji Crystal archive prints on Lexan,
52 x 75 cm, edition 2 of 10
Courtesy of Stills Gallery

Fiona Foley
Survival
1988, photo etching and collage photography,
four panels, 57 x 37.5 cm each
Courtesy of Mr William Nuttal,
Niagara Galleries

Jesus said to her “I am the
resurrection and the life”
1998, lead graphite on paper, study
Collection of Mr Peter Sykes

Tracey Moffatt
Nice Coloured Girls
1987, DVD, sound, colour, 16 minutes
Other
2009, DVD, sound, colour, 7.00 minutes,
collaboration with Gary Hillberg
Courtesy of Rosyln Oxley9 Gallery

Michael Riley
Nanny Wright and dog
1990, gelatin silver photograph,
photographic series A common place:
Portraits of Moree Murries, 56 x 40 cm
Courtesy of the Michael Riley Foundation
They call me niigarr
1995, gloss pigment print, 31 x 39.5 cm,
series of 10 images, edition of 10
Courtesy of Stills Gallery and the
Michael Riley Foundation
Untitled (Feather)
2000, chromogenic pigment print,
124.5 x 170 cm
Courtesy of the Michael Riley Foundation

Jesus said to her “I am the
resurrection and the life”
1998, watercolour on paper, series of six works
One work from the collection of
Mrs Barbara North

Jeffrey Samuels

a time to care and time to mend
2006, pastel on canson, 88 x 67.5 cm

Brolgas
2007, acrylic on canvas, 2200 x 1700 cm
Collection of Andrew and Nicola Forrest

Moon Man, Southern Cross and
Rainbow Serpent
1991, mixed media
Collection of Bronwyn Bancroft

Arone Raymond Meeks
Barramundi Dreaming
1987, oil on canvas, 123 x 123 cm
First Boat to Possession Islan
2012, synthetic polymer paint
on canvas, 110 x 250 cm
Courtesy of the Australian Art Print Network

Avril Quaill
Poking
1980s, ink on paper, 21 x 19 cm
Trespassers Keep Out!
1982, colour screen print on paper, 49 x 73 cm
Courtesy of Arone Raymond Meeks

